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Outline

• Case study

• Day-types

• Speed-flow data types interchangeability
Case study

- **499** sensors at highways
- All days 2017 for clustering and training
- All days 2018 for evaluation
Day-types

Group of days with similar attributes

• Calendar-based day-types

• Data-driven day-types considering traffic observations.

Application:
– Scenario-based traffic management
– Understanding network-wide patterns
– Basis for prediction
Day-type centroids

Flow-based flow centroids

Speed-based speed centroids
Speed-flow data types interchangeability

Short-term prediction application

1. Classification of the new day to one of day-type groups
   • calendar
   • centroids and speed or flow observations

2. Prediction
   • Two models
     – simple (day-types centroids as basis for prediction)
     – and a bit less simple (day-types + exponential smoothing)

Interchangeability study

– How effective can be flow (demand) prediction, when day-type cluster is assigned to a new day by speed observations? or vice versa
Speed-flow data types interchangeability
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Speed-flow data types interchangeability

Day-type centroids historical mean + exponential smoothing
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Summary

• Day-type clustering improves prediction
• Flow based clustering works better, even when predicting speeds
• With more advanced prediction, clustering method matters less
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